ACS CONTROLLED

DETECTION SYSTEM, INC.
REQUEST TO EXIT
DS1501 & TP160

CLOSER ARM
LCN 4041 TRIARM

G.E. SENTROL DOOR CONTACT:
1045T-N
- OR -
10760-N
- OR -
1078C-N

OPTIONAL ATW
SIREN / SOUNDER
SINGLE GANG
SGST-W

CASI-RUSCO T520SW
SINGLE GANG READER
REQUIRED FOR
ENTRANCE ONLY
UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED.

LEVER:
SCHLAGE
D80RH0

VON DUPRIN 6211
ELECTRICAL STRIKE OR
H.E.S. EQUIVALENT.
6211AL OR 6211WF
DEPENDING ON JAMS
MATERIAL.

INTERIOR VIEW
36" TO 48" DOOR

SINGLE EXTERIOR MECHANICAL ROOM DOOR DETAIL

NOT TO SCALE
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